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Abstract 
Social networks exhibit strikingly systematic patterns across a wide range of human contexts.  
While genetic variation accounts for a significant portion of the variation in many complex social 
behaviors, the heritability of egocentric social network attributes is unknown.  Here we show that 
three of these attributes (in-degree, transitivity, and centrality) are heritable.  We then develop a 
“mirror network” method to test extant network models and show that none account for observed 
genetic variation in human social networks.  We propose an alternative “Attract and Introduce” 
model with two simple forms of heterogeneity that generates significant heritability as well as 
other important network features.  We show that the model is well suited to real social networks 
in humans.  These results suggest that natural selection may have played a role in the evolution 
of social networks.  They also suggest that modeling intrinsic variation in network attributes may 
be important for understanding the way genes affect human behaviors and the way these 
behaviors spread from person to person. ! #!
Human social networks are characterized by rich variation at the individual level.  Some 
people have few friends while others have many.  Some people are embedded in tightly-knit 
groups where everyone knows each other, while others belong to many different groups where 
there is little overlap between friends.  To explain this variation, scholars have sought simple 
models of network formation that generate an empirically realistic distribution of network 
characteristics as an endogenous outcome of a self-organizing process.   
The best-known network formation models start with identical individuals that are 
subjected to social processes that create or exacerbate inequality in a network.  For example, in 
the “scale free” physics model (1) it is the process of growth and, in particular, preferential 
attachment that drives the “self-organizing” feature of the unequal power-law distribution in the 
degree.  In the economic “connections model” (2-3), individuals who are homogenous ex ante 
endogenously form a star network when actors obtain indirect network benefits and when they 
are driven by (short-run) economic incentives.  And in sociology, actors’ preferences for 
“structural balance” (4) and “homophily” (5) tend to stimulate transitivity in social relationships 
and the formation of like-minded cliques. 
While the structural processes in these models generate empirically realistic variation in 
some network attributes, the effect of individual characteristics has been mainly ignored.  There 
have been extensions to the canonical models that do take into account individual heterogeneity 
(6-12), but these models are usually presented as “robust” versions of the original models, in 
which the focus still is on the endogenous process (13).  In this article, we focus instead on the 
individual characteristics themselves and explore the possibility that humans are endowed with 
intrinsic characteristics that affect their network attributes.   And our most intrinsic 
characteristics can be found in our genes. ! $!
To test the hypothesis that genes play a role in human social network structures, we use a 
classic twin study design (14-15).  This design measures the heritability of a behavioral trait by 
comparing trait similarity in (same-sex) monozygotic (MZ) twins who share 100% of their 
segregating genes to trait similarity in same-sex dizygotic (DZ) twins who share only 50% on 
average.  Under the assumptions of the twin study design, if genetic variation is contributing to 
variation in the trait, then MZ twins should be significantly more similar than DZ twins.  
Although some scholars object to the assumptions of the design (see SI), it has been widely used 
to show that genes play a role in personality (16), intelligence (17-18), and several other 
behavioral traits (14-15,19-23).  In fact, Turkheimer suggests as a “first law of behavior 
genetics” that all human behavioral traits are heritable (24).   
We should therefore not be surprised to learn that individual social network characteristics 
have a partly genetic basis.  However, as we will show, not all network characteristics are 
significantly heritable, and, more pertinently, specific estimates of heritability can provide a 
means to test theoretical models of human social networks. 
 
Results 
The fundamental building blocks of a human social network are egocentric properties of 
each individual in the network: the degree (the number of a person’s contacts, or social ties) and 
transitivity (the likelihood that two of a person’s contacts are connected to each other, also called 
the clustering coefficient). A wide variety of social networks can be constructed by altering the 
distribution of degree and transitivity between individuals (the nodes of the network), and these 
two attributes also have a strong influence on other network characteristics such as betweenness ! %!
centrality (the fraction of paths through the network that pass through a given node).  For 
example, a higher degree is positively correlated with greater centrality. 
To measure how much variation in these node-level measures can be attributed to genetic 
variation, we used an additive genetic model (see SI) to analyze 1,110 twins from a sample of 
90,115 adolescents in 142 separate school friendship networks in the National Longitudinal 
Study of Adolescent Health (the Add Health study -- see SI for description).  The results show 
that genetic factors account for 46% (95% C.I. 23%, 69%) of the variation in in-degree (how 
many times a person is named as a friend), but heritability of out-degree (how many friends a 
person names) is not significant (22%, C.I. 0%, 47%).  In addition, node transitivity is 
significantly heritable, with 47% (C.I. 13%, 65%) of the variation explained by differences in 
genes.  We also find that genetic variation contributes to variation in other network 
characteristics; for example, betweenness centrality is significantly heritable (29%, C.I. 5%, 
39%).  
These results allow us to reject the hypothesis that genes have no effect on human social 
networks.  However, they also focus our attention on what kinds of attributes are heritable.  For 
example, it is striking that in-degree is significantly heritable while out-degree appears not to be.  
There are many potentially interesting causal pathways from genes to human network structure 
that merit exploration.  For example, it was recently shown that the -G1438A polymorphism 
within the promoter region of the 5-HT2A serotonin receptor gene is associated with variation in 
popularity (25).  However, here we focus on the important implications of such variation -- 
whatever its specific genetic determinant -- for models of human social networks.   
Network models that do not include intrinsic node characteristics cannot generate 
heritability in network attributes.  The reason is that nodes without their own individual ! &!
properties can be interchanged without affecting the structure of the network (6).  Likewise, 
genes give people their individuality; without genetic variation, human characteristics cannot, by 
definition, be heritable.  Thus, to generate heritability in a model of human social networks, 
nodes must be endowed with characteristics that actually exhibit variation, and these 
characteristics must be associated with node network measures. 
We surveyed the existing literature for network models that incorporate intrinsic node 
characteristics.  “Hidden variables” models incorporate variation in an attribute regulating the 
formation of social ties (6).  For example, a “fitness” parameter has been used to explore the 
conditions under which a late entrant might dominate networks constructed via preferential 
attachment (7,26).  This “ﬁtness” model was in fact proposed in order to take into account the 
fact that some nodes are intrinsically more attractive.  In an alternative model (8), nodes are 
placed in “social space” (9) or a “latent space” (10) where greater social distance reduces the 
likelihood of a social tie.  The social space model (8) in particular generates three outcomes that 
are characteristic of human social networks (as distinct from technological or biological 
networks): high transitivity, positive degree-degree correlation (popular people have popular 
friends), and community structure within the network (11).  Finally, exponential random graph 
models (ERGMs) are statistical network characterizations that can incorporate node 
heterogeneity to explain degree heterogeneity and population-level average transitivity (12). 
We developed a “mirror network” method to test whether the “fitness,” (7) “social space,” 
(8) “ERGM,” (12) or regular Erdos-Renyi “random” network (27) models generate heritability in 
degree or transitivity (see SI).  In this method, we create one set of nodes with intrinsic 
characteristics drawn from a probability distribution as defined by each of the models.  We then 
follow the procedures outlined in the network model being tested for connecting nodes.  Once ! '!
that is complete, we create a second set of nodes with intrinsic characteristics drawn from the 
same probability distribution as before.  We randomly choose one node from the first set and 
copy its characteristics to one randomly chosen node in the second set to create a pair of “twins.” 
We then follow the procedures outlined in the network model being tested for connecting the 
second set of nodes to create a “mirror network.”  This is like creating N identical twin pairs and 
putting one twin from each pair in two separate environments.  The initial randomization ensures 
that twins have uncorrelated environments prior to the onset of edge formation.  Therefore, any 
resulting correlation in a twin pair’s network measures (or the network measures of their friends) 
is an outcome of the edge-generation process, not the other way around. 
Once the two networks have been independently constructed, we record relevant network 
measures for each of the two twins (in-degree, out-degree, transitivity, and betweenness 
centrality). We then repeat this procedure 10,000 times.  The Pearson correlation between the 
twins gives an estimate of the proportion of the variation of the network measure that is 
explained by intrinsic node characteristics, analogous to the phenotypic variance explained by 
genes in models of identical twins reared apart (16).  The “mirror network” method rejects all 
extant models of social network formation because they do not generate heritability that falls 
within the confidence intervals of the empirical estimates (Fig.1).  The ERGM comes closest, 
generating realistic heritability in in-degree and betweenness centrality, but it does not generate 
realistic heritability in transitivity. 
We therefore developed an alternative “Attract and Introduce” model (see SI) built on two 
assumptions.  First, some individuals are inherently more attractive than others, whether 
physically or otherwise, so they receive more friendship nominations.  Second, some individuals 
are inherently more inclined to introduce new friends to existing friends (and hence these ! (!
individuals will indirectly enhance their node transitivity).  In the “Attract and Introduce” model, 
individuals are chosen randomly to form ties and introduce their friends until a fixed number of 
ties for the whole network is reached (the alternative models either follow the same rule or they 
establish probabilities of tie formation that yield a fixed number of ties in expectation for a given 
network size).  The model has just two parameters, one controlling the distribution of pattract that 
is the probability of being named as a friend, and one controlling the distribution of pintroduce that 
is the probability of introducing one’s friends to each other. 
The “Attract and Introduce” model generates heritability for in-degree, transitivity, and 
betweenness centrality that falls within the range of heritability observed in the real data (Fig.1).  
The model also yields other important characteristics of human networks.  Fig. 2 shows that the 
tail of the degree distribution falls between the straight line of a power-law distribution (as 
generated by the fitness model) and the fast cutoff of an exponential distribution (as generated by 
the social space and Erdos-Renyi models) (Fig. 2).  The “Attract and Introduce” model also 
generates positive degree-degree correlation (!= 0.18), high transitivity (c=0.18), a relationship 
between node degree and transitivity that closely follows the observed relationship in the Add 
Health data (Fig.3), and realistic community structure with significant modularity (Fig.4) (24).  
Finally, our model also generates motif structures that have a higher likelihood than all the 
proposed alternatives (Fig.5).  These motif structures are patterns of ties in sets of 3 nodes or sets 
of 4 nodes, and their frequency creates a network “fingerprint” that can be used to identify a 
unique set of observed or simulated networks (see SI). 
 
 
 ! )!
Discussion 
To date, there has been relatively little attention to the role of individual heterogeneity in 
the formation of social networks.  The evidence we present here suggests that egocentric 
properties are significantly heritable in human social networks.  It is therefore important to make 
individual characteristics just as focal in the modeling of social networks as structural processes 
are.  Although it may not be surprising that genetic variation influences network formation, the 
effects are large enough that it is hard to argue that they can be ignored.  Our “Attract and 
Introduce” model accounts for the role genes play not only in direct relationships (in-degree) but 
also in indirect relationships (transitivity and centrality), and as a consequence it is able to 
generate realistic large-scale community structure.  We hope that this approach will generate 
broad interest in modeling individual heterogeneity and in using methods like the mirror network 
technique to test future models of network formation. 
In the “Attract and Introduce” model, genes shape networks, but it is also may be the case 
that networks shape genes.  Scholars studying the evolution of cooperation in humans have 
recently turned their attention to the structure of social networks underlying human interactions 
(28).  For example, in a fixed social network, cooperation can evolve as a consequence of “social 
viscosity” even in the absence of reputation effects or strategic complexity (29-30).  Different 
network structures can speed or slow selection and in some cases they completely determine the 
outcome of a frequency-dependent selection process (31).  Moreover, adaptive selection of 
network ties by individuals on evolving graphs can also influence the evolution of behavioral 
types (32-34).  This research provides several theoretical examples of how natural selection can 
yield stable variation in local network structures.  Future work should explore whether social 
networks may also result from (or contribute to) other sources of genetic variation in humans and ! *+!
other species, such as life history tradeoffs (35), balance between mutation and selection (36), 
sexually antagonistic selection (37), or the search for desirable partners also sought by others. 
There may be many reasons for genetic variation in the ability to attract or the desire to 
introduce friends.  More friends may mean greater social support in some settings or greater 
conflict in others.  Having denser social connections may improve group solidarity, but it might 
also insulate a group from beneficial influence or information from individuals outside the group. 
And while it is possible that variation in individual social network attributes is incidental to 
natural selection processes operating on other traits, it is remarkable that network traits have 
significant heritability.  Another area of future research should be the identification of mediating 
mechanisms like personality traits and the specific genes that may be involved. 
Finally, social networks may serve the adaptive (or maladaptive) function of being a 
vehicle for the transmission of emotional states, material resources, or information (e.g., about 
resource or partner availability) between individuals (38).  Some traits that appear to spread in 
social networks also appear to be heritable (such as obesity (20,39), smoking behavior (40,41), 
happiness (42,43), and even political behavior (44-47)), suggesting that a full understanding of 
these traits may require a better understanding of the genetic basis of social network topology.  
To that end, we urge network theorists, behavior geneticists, evolutionary biologists, and social 
scientists to unify their theories regarding the structure and function of social networks, and their 
genetic antecedents. 
 
 
 
 ! **!
Materials and Methods 
For the “Attract and Introduce” model we assume there are N nodes and E edges.  Each 
node is permanently endowed with two characteristics, 
! 
pattract
j  and 
! 
pintroduce
i , with values randomly 
drawn from fixed distributions.  The distribution of 
! 
pattract
j  is based on a single parameter 
! 
" # [0,1] such that 
! 
Pr pattract
j ~ Uniform[0,1] ( ) ="  and 
! 
Pr pattract
j = 0 ( ) =1"#.  The distribution of 
! 
pintroduce
i  is based on a single parameter 
! 
" # [0,1] such that 
! 
Pr pintroduce
j =1 ( ) = " and 
! 
Pr pintroduce
j = 0 ( ) =1"#. 
At each time period, nodes i and j are randomly chosen from the population, and with 
probability 
! 
pattract
j  a social tie from i to j forms.  If this occurs, then with probability 
! 
pintroduce
i , i 
chooses to introduce j to all of his “friends” (the other nodes to which i already sends a tie).  If i 
does introduce, then each friend sends a tie to j with probability 
! 
pattract
j  and j sends a tie to each 
friend with probability 
! 
pattract
k  that corresponds to each kth friend.  This process is repeated until 
at least E ties are generated.  In the Supporting Information we show code used to generate this 
model and test it using the  “mirror network” method to assess heritability. 
To establish the best fitting distributions for 
! 
pattract
j  and 
! 
pintroduce
i , we optimized one 
parameter for each to generate the empirically-observed average transitivity and heritability of 
in-degree and node transitivity in a network where N=750 and E=3150 (reflecting the typical 
school network in the Add Health data).  The results of this optimization yielded 
! 
" # 0.9 and 
! 
" # 0.3.  The distribution of attractiveness that fit the data suggests about one-tenth of the 
individuals have very low attractiveness while the remaining nine-tenths are approximately 
evenly distributed between low, medium, and high attractiveness.  The probability a person will 
have the desire to introduce is about three-tenths. ! *"!
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Fig. 1.  Heritability of network characteristics in a real social network (Add Health) and 
simulated networks based on five models, the “Attract and Introduce” model; a “social space” 
model (8); a “fitness” model (7); an “ERGM”, or exponential random graph model (12); and an 
Erdos-Renyi random network (27).  We used additive genetic models of monozygotic and 
dizygotic twins in Add Health to measure the heritability of network characteristics in real 
human social networks (see SI).  The blue bars show that genetic variation accounts for 
significant variation in in-degree, transitivity, and betweenness centrality (vertical lines indicate 
95% confidence intervals, asterisks indicate which confidence intervals exclude 0).  These results 
suggest intrinsic characteristics have an important impact on the fundamental building blocks of 
real human social networks.  Heritability of out-degree is not significant.  To see which network 
models are capable of generating heritability consistent with the empirical observations, we 
simulated 1000 pairs of networks and used the “mirror network” method for each proposed 
model to measure how much variance in network measures can be explained by intrinsic node 
characteristics.  Compared to heritability estimates from the real social network data, all 
proposed models are rejected because they fall outside the confidence intervals except ERGM 
for in-degree and “Attract and Introduce” for all three significantly heritable network properties 
(in-degree, transitivity, and centrality). 
 ! *'!
 
 
Fig. 2.  Comparison of degree distributions in real social networks (within each of the 146 
schools in the Add Health sample) and like-sized simulated networks based on five models, the 
“Attract and Introduce” model; a “social space” model (8); a “fitness” model (7); an “ERGM”, or 
exponential random graph model (12); and an Erdos-Renyi random network (27).  In the upper 
left panel, each line indicates the in-degree distribution for each school in Add Health.  In the 
remaining panels, each line indicates the degree distribution in one simulation that assumes the 
same number of nodes and edges as each of the 146 schools.  The color of each line indicates the 
size of the network (number of nodes) with yellow shades for small, green for medium, and blue 
for large networks (total range 9 to 2724, mean 752).  The fitness model generates a power-law 
tail in the degree distribution that is overdispersed (more nodes with higher degree, fewer nodes 
with lower degree) compared to the real data, while the Erdos-Renyi and social space models 
generate an exponential cutoff and a degree distribution that is underdispersed.  Both ERGM and 
the “Attract and Introduce” model are slightly overdispersed, but ERGM in particular shows 
greater dispersion for larger networks (blue lines are lower for low degree and higher for high 
degree) in a pattern that does not exist in the real data (the social space model also exhibits an 
unrealistically strong relationship between network size and dispersion).  The “Attract and 
Introduce” model produces variation in degree distributions across networks that is similar to 
Add Health. ! *(!
 
 
 
Fig. 3.  Comparison of node degree and mean node transitivity in a real social network (Add 
Health) and simulated networks based on five models, the “Attract and Introduce” model; a 
“social space” model (8); a “fitness” model (7); an “ERGM”, or exponential random graph 
model (12); and an Erdos-Renyi random network (27).  We used the number of nodes and edges 
for each observed network in Add Health to generate 1000 simulated networks for each proposed 
model and then calculated the mean node transitivity for all nodes of a given degree.  The 
“Attract and Introduce” model deviates least from the observed data. 
 ! *)!
               
 
Fig. 4. (Left) School 115 (57 nodes and 252 ties) from the Add Health data.  (Right) Simulated 
network using the “Attract and Introduce” model and the same number of nodes and ties.  These 
networks show significant modularity with well-defined communities that have many 
connections within their group and few connections to other groups. Colors indicate 
communities that maximize modularity (11) (modularity = 0.35 in real network; modularity = 
0.34 in simulated network). ! "+!
    
 
 
Fig. 5. The “Attract and Introduce” model best fits the motif structure of observed networks. 
(Left) We simulate 100 networks from each proposed model using the empirical distribution of 
nodes and edges in each Add Health network.  We then count the total number of 3-motifs 
(isomorphic combinations of ties that connect 3 nodes) in each network and divide by the total 
number of motifs in that network to generate the empirical probability that three nodes form any 
given motif (the 3-motif “fingerprint” of the network) (48-51).  For each motif, we fit one 
dimension of a multivariate beta density across all simulated networks to characterize the 
empirical probability of observing a given motif for a given model.  We then use this estimated 
density to calculate the likelihood that the observed network could have been generated from the 
proposed model.  For ease of exposition, we show adjusted likelihoods –log(c – LL), where c is a 
constant across all networks and models and LL is the log likelihood of generating an observed 
network.  Each point in the figure represents the adjusted likelihood that a proposed model 
generates an observed Add Health network of a given size.  Among all proposed models, 
“Attract and Introduce” (green circles) is the most likely to generate the 3-motif fingerprint in all 
of the Add Health networks, as shown. (Right) We repeat the fingerprint procedure for 4-motifs 
(isomorphic combinations of ties that connect 4 nodes). “Attract and Introduce” is also the most 
likely to generate the 4-motif fingerprint in 98 of 100 Add Health networks.  Exponential random 
graph models (violet diamonds) are most likely to generate the 4-motif fingerprint for 2 of 100 
Add Health networks. For comparison, we also show adjusted likelihoods generated using a 
multivariate beta density fit to the actual data (blue dashes). In the Supporting Information we 
show that simulated networks are classified correctly in 10,000 out of 10,000 tests using the 
fingerprint procedure.   
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Supporting Information for “A Model of Genetic Variation in Human Social Networks” 
 
James H. Fowler, Christopher T. Dawes, Nicholas A. Christakis 
 
The Add Health Data 
 
The National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health
1 (Add Health) is a study that, among 
other topics, explores the causes of health-related behavior of adolescents in grades 7 through 12 
and their outcomes in young adulthood.  Three waves of the Add Health study have been 
completed: Wave I was conducted in 1994-1995, Wave II in 1996, and Wave III in 2001-2002.  
 
In Wave I of the Add Health study, researchers collected an “in-school” sample of 90,118 
adolescents chosen from a nationally-representative sample of 142 schools.  These students filled 
out questionnaires about their friends, choosing up to 5 male and 5 female friends who were later 
identified from school-wide rosters to generate information about each school’s complete social 
network.  We use these nominations to measure the in-degree (the number of times an individual 
is named as a friend by other individuals) and out-degree (the number of individuals each person 
names as a friend) of each subject.  The in-degree is virtually unrestricted (the theoretical 
maximum is N – 1, the total number of other people in the network) but the out-degree is 
restricted to a maximum of 10 due to the name generator used by Add Health.  Fortunately, most 
subjects (90.0%) named fewer than the maximum, and there is substantial variation in the total 
number of friends named by each person (mean = 3.8, standard deviation = 3.7). 
  
We also measure transitivity as the empirical probability that any one of an individual’s friends 
names or is named by a friend by any of that individual’s other friends.  This is just the total 
number of triangles of ties divided by the total possible number of triangles for each individual.  
 
Finally, we measure betweenness centrality (Freeman 1977) which identifies the extent to which 
an individual in the network is critical for passing support or information from one individual to 
another.  If we let  ik !  represent the number of shortest paths from subject i to subject k, and  ijk !  
represent the number of shortest paths from subject i to subject k that pass through subject j, then 
the betweenness measure x for subject j is 
ijk
j
i j k ik
x
!
! " "
= # . 
 
Note that for the purpose of measuring transitivity and betweenness centrality, we assume all 
directed ties are undirected, so that a tie in either direction becomes a mutual tie.  For example, 
we consider the case where A names B, B names C, and C names A to be transitive.  Likewise, if 
A names B, A names C, and B names C, we consider the relationships to be transitive for all 
three individuals. 
 
The Add Health team created a genetically informative sample of sibling pairs, including all 
adolescents that were identified as twin pairs, half-siblings, or unrelated siblings raised together.  
Twins and half biological siblings were sampled with certainty. The Wave I sibling-pairs sample 
has been found to be similar in demographic composition to the full Add Health sample.
2 
 ! ""!
The Twin Study Method 
 
In order to estimate the heritability of egocentric social network attributes, we study the patterns 
of same-sex (identical) monozygotic (MZ) twins who were conceived from a single fertilized 
egg and same-sex (non-identical) dizygotic (DZ) twins who were conceived from two separate 
eggs.  MZ twins share 100% of their segregating genes, while DZ twins share only 50% on 
average.  Thus, if network attributes are heritable, MZ twins should exhibit more similarity than 
DZ twins.  Moreover, if it is assumed that MZ twins and DZ twins share comparable 
environments, then we can use these concordances to estimate explicitly the proportion of the 
overall variance attributed to genetic, shared environmental, and unshared environmental factors.  
Very few differences have been found between twins and non-twins, therefore we expect the 
results for twins to be generalizable to a non-twin population.
3 
 
Some scholars have objected to the assumption that MZ and DZ environments are comparable, 
arguing that the identical nature of MZ twins cause them to be more strongly affiliated and more 
influenced by one another than their non-identical DZ counterparts.  If so, then greater 
concordance in MZ twins might merely reflect the fact that their shared environments cause them 
to become more similar than DZ twins.  However, studies of twins raised together have been 
validated by studies of twins reared apart,
4 suggesting that the shared environment does not exert 
enhanced influence on MZ twins.  More recently, Visscher et al. utilize the small variance in 
percentage of shared genes among DZ twins to estimate heritability without using any MZ twins, 
and they are able to replicate findings from studies of MZ and DZ twins reared together.
5  
Moreover, personality and cognitive differences between MZ and DZ twins persist even among 
twins whose zygosity has been miscategorized by their parents,
6 indicating that being mistakenly 
treated as an identical twin by one’s parents is not sufficient to generate the difference in 
concordance.  And, although MZ twins are sometimes in more frequent contact with each other 
than DZ twins, it appears that twin similarity (e.g., in attitudes and personality) may cause 
greater contact rather than vice versa.
7  Finally, contrary to the expectation that the influence of 
the unshared environment would tend to decrease concordance over time, once twins reach 
adulthood, MZ twins living apart tend to become more similar with age.
6 
 
The Add Health data has been used in a wide variety of twin studies.
8  As a result, there have 
been several analyses of the comparable environments assumption for MZ and DZ twins.  One of 
these studies reported that the environments were not comparable,
9 but other scholars have 
pointed to serious deficiencies in this work that negated its conclusions.
10 For example, Horwitz, 
et al.
9 showed that including observed social variables in a twin model causes the p-value on the 
genetic component for males trying alcohol to change from being just below 0.05 to just above it.  
Freese and Powell
10 note that this is unsurprising since adding variables to a regression can have 
a substantial effect on efficiency.  Even worse, they point out that Horwitz, et al.
9 do not 
acknowledge that their own fit statistics indicate the models with and without social variables are 
statistically indistinguishable, suggesting that the model with additional variables should be 
rejected. 
 
The twin study design has been used frequently to identify the relative degree to which genetic 
and environmental factors influence an observed outcome.
11-12  The basic twin model assumes 
that the variance in observed behavior can be partitioned into additive genetic factors (A), and ! "#!
environmental factors which are shared or common to co-twins (C), and unshared environmental 
(E). This is the so-called ACE model.  The role of genotype and environment are not measured 
directly but their influence is inferred through their effects on the covariances between twin 
siblings.
12  No observed covariates are needed in the model because the degree to which they 
contribute to variance is a part of one of three variance components (A, C, and E).   More 
formally, these components are derived from known relationships between three observed 
statistics
11: 
  
! 
"P
2 ="A
2 +"C
2 +"E
2
COVMZ ="A
2 +"C
2
COVDZ = 0.5"A
2 +"C
2
 
 
In this equation, "
2
P is the observed phenotypic variance (the same for monozygotic and 
dizygotic twins), COVMZ and COVDZ are the observed covariances between monozygotic twins 
who share all their genes and dizygotic twins who share only half on average, and "
2
A, "
2
C, and 
"
2
E are the variance components for genes, common environment, and unshared environment, 
respectively.  This is a system of three equations and three unknowns so it is identified:  
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Heritability, or the proportion of the variance explained by genetic factors, can be estimated as 
!
2
A/(!
2
A + !
2
C + !
2
E).  We use the software package MX to estimate this structural equations 
model.
13 Table S1 shows the complete results for each of the social network measures of interest. 
 
 
Table S1: ACE Model Estimates from the Add Health Data 
  Proportion of Variance Explained by   
 
Model 
Genetic 
Factors 
Common 
Environment 
Unshared 
Environment 
Model Fit 
(-2LL) 
In-Degree  0.46  
(0.23, 0.69) 
0.21  
(0.00, 0.40) 
0.34  
(0.28, 0.40) 
2386.11 
Transitivity  0.47  
(0.13, 0.65) 
0.09  
(0.00, 0.36) 
0.44  
(0.35, 0.56) 
2033.91 
Betweenness Centrality  0.29  
(0.05, 0.39) 
0.00  
(0.00, 0.19) 
0.71  
(0.61, 0.81) 
2489.30 
Out-degree  0.22  
(0.00, 0.47) 
0.16  
(0.00, 0.40) 
0.63  
(0.53, 0.75) 
2284.09 
Out-degree, dropping 
those who name 10 friends 
0.00  
(0.00, 0.39) 
0.44  
(0.09, 0.52) 
0.56  
(0.46, 0.67) 
1996.58 
Note: 95% confidence intervals indicated in parentheses beneath each estimate.  First four models 
based on 307 monozygotic and 248 dizygotic same-sex twin pairs.  The last model drops subjects who 
named the maximum 10 possible friends, yielding 256 monozygotic and 204 dizygotic same-sex twin 
pairs.  Network measures were transformed to have zero mean and unit variance within each school 
network to prevent differences between schools from influencing the results. ! "$!
Since the variance components are not directly observable, the ACE model’s assumption of 
additivity cannot be tested and more complicated relationships are possible.  For example, it is 
possible that genes interact with the environment (GxE) or with other genes (GxG) to yield 
variation in behavior, or at a higher level, phenotypes interact with the environment (PxE).
13  We 
limit our analysis to the ACE model but point out that if a strong effect for genes is found in the 
additive model, then genes are also likely to play a role in more complex specifications as well. 
 
Finally, it is important to clarify the difference between the common environment (C) and the 
unshared environment (E) in the twin model.  Common environment includes the family 
environment in which both twins were raised, as well as any other factor to which both twins 
were equally exposed.  In contrast, the unshared environment includes idiosyncratic influences 
that are experienced individually.  It is possible to have unshared environmental exposure as a 
child (e.g., twins may have different friends with different beliefs) and to have shared 
environments as an adult (e.g., twins may share the same friend).  Thus, the distinction between 
common and unshared environment does not correspond directly to family-nonfamily or adult-
child differences in factors that influence a given behavior.  Moreover, there may be a similarity 
in the objective environment but twins may have idiosyncratic experiences that influence their 
effective environment, and these idiosyncratic experiences may create an unshared rather than a 
common environmental influence on variation in the phenotype.
13 
 
Methods for generating networks from extant models 
 
Erdos-Renyi: we assume there are N nodes and E edges.  The probability of a social tie from i to 
j is E/(N(N-1)).
14 
 
Fitness: we assume there are N nodes and E edges.  A node i is drawn at random and added at 
each integer time t, each with a fitness 
! 
hi ~ Uniform[0,1].  The probability the new node i 
attaches to any existing node j is 
! 
E N ( ) d jh j dmhm
m=1
t
"
# 
$ 
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' 
( , where dj is the degree of node j at the 
time i is added to the network.
15  Note we do not treat t in this model as an intrinsic characteristic.  
This means that when we implement the mirror network method, we do not force each twin in a 
pair to enter the network at the same time t. 
 
Social Space: we assume there are N nodes and E edges.  Each node is placed in a one 
dimensional social space on the unit interval with uniformly distributed probability.  The 
locations hi of node i and hj of node j determine the probability of a mutual social tie between 
them that equals 
! 
1 1+ hi " h j /# ( )
$ % 
& 
'  ( 
) 
* .  The parameters # = 1.45 and $ = 0.00115 were chosen to 
generate the empirically observed mean degree (E/N) and transitivity.
16 
 
ERGM: we assume there are N nodes and E edges.  We assume a node characteristic 
! 
hi ~ Uniform[0,1] is correlated with in-degree, and we assume the number of transitive triplets is 
the number observed in the network.  Using the ergm function in the STATNET package,
17 we 
constrain the model to have the observed number of nodes and edges and we choose coefficients 
for the in-degree characteristic and for the generation of transitive triplets that matches the 
observed transitivity and heritability of in-degree as closely as possible to the observed ! "%!
transitivity and heritability in the Add Health networks (in our optimization, we find that a 
coefficient of 2.5 for the in-degree and 2.7 for the transitive triplets performs best). We then 
simulate networks from this model, keeping the distribution of node characteristics fixed across 
all simulated networks.
18
 
 
For additional details on how these models were implemented and specific results see the code 
below. ! "&!
Code for “Attract and Introduce” model and “Mirror Network” method 
 
# R code for attract and introduce model  
# using a mirror network method to measure  
# the extent to which this model generates  
# heritability of network characteristics  
#  
# NOTE: Many thanks to Referee 2 who wrote 
# some of this code 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
library(igraph) # Thanks to Gabor Csardi for the igraph package!  
 
n<-750 # number of nodes  
e<-3150 # number of edges  
m<-e/n # average number of edges per node (degree) 
 
alpha<-0.9  
beta<-0.3 
 
T<-10000 # number of simulations 
 
twindeg1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twoutdeg1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twtr1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twbe1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
 
twindeg2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twoutdeg2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twtr2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twbe2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
 
for(t in 1:T) { # do simulation run 
 
  if(t%%100==0) print(t) 
 
  # randomly choose one individual in each network to be a twin 
  twin1 <- sample(n,1) 
  twin2 <- sample(n,1) 
 
  # create first set of individual traits 
  d1<-as.numeric(runif(n)<alpha)*runif(n) # distribution of attractiveness  
  cl1<-as.numeric(runif(n)<beta) # distribution of prob. of introducing friends  
 
  # create original network  
  g1<-graph.empty(n) # create empty graph of size n  
  while(ecount(g1)<e) { # loop until enough edges are produced  
    dyad<-sample(n,2) # choose a random pair  
    if(runif(1)<d1[dyad[2]]) { # check if person 1 nominates person 2 as a friend 
      if(runif(1)<cl1[dyad[1]]) { # check if person 1 introduces person 2 to friends  
        ne<-neighbors(g1,dyad[1]-1,mode="out") # get person 1ís neighbors  
        if(length(ne)>0) { # check if there is at least one existing neighbor 
 
          for(i in 1:length(ne)) { # loop through neighbors  
            if(runif(1)<d1[ne[i]+1]) g1<-add.edges(g1,c(dyad[2]-1,ne[i]))   # introduce friends  
              if(runif(1)<d1[dyad[2]]) g1<-add.edges(g1,c(ne[i],dyad[2]-1)) # and add edges if  
                     # they become friends 
          }  
        } 
      }  
      g1<-add.edges(g1,dyad-1) # add random pair edge at end  
    }  
    g1<-simplify(g1) # remove duplicate edges and loops  
  }  
 
  # create second set of individual traits 
  d2<-as.numeric(runif(n)<alpha)*runif(n) # distribution of attractiveness  
  cl2<-as.numeric(runif(n)<beta) # distribution of prob. of introducing friends  
 
   
 ! "'!
# copy genes 
  d2[twin2] <- d1[twin1] 
  cl2[twin2] <- cl1[twin1] 
 
# create mirror network  
  g2<-graph.empty(n)  
  while(ecount(g2)<e) {  
    dyad<-sample(n,2)  
    if(runif(1)<d2[dyad[2]]) { 
      if(runif(1)<cl2[dyad[1]]) {  
        ne<-neighbors(g2,dyad[1]-1,mode="out")  
        if(length(ne)>0) {  
          for(i in 1:length(ne)) {  
            if(runif(1)<d2[ne[i]+1]) g2<-add.edges(g2,c(dyad[2]-1,ne[i]))  
              if(runif(1)<d2[dyad[2]]) g2<-add.edges(g2,c(ne[i],dyad[2]-1))  
          }  
        }  
      }  
      g2<-add.edges(g2,dyad-1)  
    }  
    g2<-simplify(g2)  
  }  
 
  # generate/store node statistics for original network  
  twindeg1[t] <- degree(g1,v=twin1-1,mode="in")  
  twoutdeg1[t] <- degree(g1,v=twin1-1,mode="out")  
  twtr1[t] <- transitivity(g1,v=twin1-1,type="local")  
  twbe1[t] <- betweenness(g1,v=twin1-1,directed=F)  
 
  # generate/store node statistics for mirror network  
  twindeg2[t] <- degree(g2,v=twin2-1,mode="in")  
  twoutdeg2[t] <- degree(g2,v=twin2-1,mode="out")  
  twtr2[t] <- transitivity(g2,v=twin2-1,type="local")  
  twbe2[t] <- betweenness(g2,v=twin2-1,directed=F) 
} 
 
corindeg <- cor.test(twindeg1, twindeg2) 
coroutdeg <- cor.test(twoutdeg1, twoutdeg2) 
cortr <- cor.test(twtr1, twtr2, use="complete.obs") 
corbe <- cor.test(twbe1, twbe2) 
 
# Results obtained after 10000 simulations: 
corindeg    # 0.46 (0.44,0.48) 
coroutdeg   # 0.12 (0.10,0.14) 
cortr       # 0.48 (0.46,0.50) 
corbe       # 0.29 (0.27,0.31) 
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Code for “Fitness” model and “Mirror Network” method 
 
# R code for fitness model  
# using a mirror network method to measure  
# the extent to which this model generates  
# heritability of network characteristics  
#  
# NOTE: Many thanks to Referee 2 who wrote 
# some of this code 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
library(igraph) # Thanks to Gabor Csardi for the igraph package!  
 
n<-750 # number of nodes  
e<-3150 # number of edges  
m<-e/n # average number of edges per node (degree) 
 
T<-10000 # number of simulations 
 
twindeg1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twoutdeg1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twtr1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twbe1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
 
twindeg2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twoutdeg2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twtr2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twbe2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
 
for(t in 1:T) { # do simulation run 
 
  if(t%%100==0) print(t) 
 
  # randomly choose one individual to be a twin 
  twin1 <- sample(n,1) 
  twin2 <- sample(n,1) 
 
  # create first set of individual traits 
  d1<-runif(n) # distribution of fitness  
 
  # create original network  
  g1<-graph.empty(n) 
  g1<-add.edges(g1,c(0,1,1,0)) # initialize network 
  for(i in 2:(n-1)) { 
    p<-degree(g1,v=0:(i-1))*d1[1:i] 
    p<-m*p/sum(p) 
    ins<-which(runif(i)<p) 
    if(length(ins)>0) g1<-add.edges(g1,c(rbind(i,ins-1))) 
    g1<-simplify(g1) 
  } 
 
  # create second set of individual traits 
  d2<-runif(n) # distribution of fitness  
 
  # copy genes 
  d2[twin2] <- d1[twin1] 
 
  # create mirror network  
  g2<-graph.empty(n) 
  g2<-add.edges(g2,c(0,1,1,0)) 
  for(i in 2:(n-1)) { 
    p<-degree(g2,v=0:(i-1))*d2[1:i] 
    p<-m*p/sum(p) 
    ins<-which(runif(i)<p) 
    if(length(ins)>0) g2<-add.edges(g2,c(rbind(i,ins-1))) 
    g2<-simplify(g2) 
  } 
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# generate/store node statistics for original network  
  twindeg1[t] <- degree(g1,v=twin1-1,mode="in")  
  twoutdeg1[t] <- degree(g1,v=twin1-1,mode="out")  
  twtr1[t] <- transitivity(g1,v=twin1-1,type="local")  
  twbe1[t] <- betweenness(g1,v=twin1-1,directed=F)  
 
  # generate/store node statistics for mirror network  
  twindeg2[t] <- degree(g2,v=twin2-1,mode="in")  
  twoutdeg2[t] <- degree(g2,v=twin2-1,mode="out")  
  twtr2[t] <- transitivity(g2,v=twin2-1,type="local")  
  twbe2[t] <- betweenness(g2,v=twin2-1,directed=F) 
 
} 
 
corindeg <- cor.test(twindeg1, twindeg2) 
coroutdeg <- cor.test(twoutdeg1, twoutdeg2) 
cortr <- cor.test(twtr1, twtr2, use="complete.obs") 
corbe <- cor.test(twbe1, twbe2) 
 
# Results obtained after 10000 simulations: 
corindeg    # 0.05 (-0.03,0.01) 
coroutdeg   # 0.00 (-0.02,0.02) 
cortr       # 0.06 ( 0.04,0.08) 
corbe       # 0.02 ( 0.00,0.04) 
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Code for “Social Space” model and “Mirror Network” method 
 
# R code for social space model  
# using a mirror network method to measure  
# the extent to which this model generates  
# heritability of network characteristics  
#  
# NOTE: Many thanks to Referee 2 who wrote 
# some of this code 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
library(igraph) # Thanks to Gabor Csardi for the igraph package!  
 
n<-750 # number of nodes  
e<-3150 # number of edges  
m<-e/n # average number of edges per node (degree) 
 
T<-10000 # number of simulations 
 
alpha<-1.45 
beta<-0.00115 
 
twindeg1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twoutdeg1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twtr1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twbe1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
 
twindeg2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twoutdeg2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twtr2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twbe2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
 
for(t in 1:T) { # do simulation run 
 
  if(t%%100==0) print(t) 
 
  # randomly choose one individual in each network to be a twin 
  twin1 <- sample(n,1) 
  twin2 <- sample(n,1) 
 
  # create first set of individual traits 
  d1<-runif(n) # distribution of distances  
 
  # create original network  
  dhh1<-abs(outer(d1,d1,"-")) 
  rhh1<-1/(1+(dhh1/beta)^alpha) 
  A1<-runif(n^2)<rhh1 
  diag(A1)<-F 
  g1<-simplify(graph.adjacency(A1,mode="upper")) 
 
  # create second set of individual traits 
  d2<-runif(n) # distribution of distances  
 
  # copy genes 
  d2[twin2] <- d1[twin1] 
 
  # create mirror network  
  dhh2<-abs(outer(d2,d2,"-")) 
  rhh2<-1/(1+(dhh2/beta)^alpha) 
  A2<-runif(n^2)<rhh2 
  diag(A2)<-F 
  g2<-simplify(graph.adjacency(A2,mode="upper")) 
 
  # generate/store node statistics for original network  
  twindeg1[t] <- degree(g1,v=twin1-1,mode="in")  
  twoutdeg1[t] <- degree(g1,v=twin1-1,mode="out")  
  twtr1[t] <- transitivity(g1,v=twin1-1,type="local")  
  twbe1[t] <- betweenness(g1,v=twin1-1,directed=F)  
 
   
 ! #*!
# generate/store node statistics for mirror network  
  twindeg2[t] <- degree(g2,v=twin2-1,mode="in")  
  twoutdeg2[t] <- degree(g2,v=twin2-1,mode="out")  
  twtr2[t] <- transitivity(g2,v=twin2-1,type="local")  
  twbe2[t] <- betweenness(g2,v=twin2-1,directed=F) 
 
} 
 
corindeg <- cor.test(twindeg1, twindeg2) 
coroutdeg <- cor.test(twoutdeg1, twoutdeg2) 
cortr <- cor.test(twtr1, twtr2, use="complete.obs") 
corbe <- cor.test(twbe1, twbe2) 
 
# Results obtained after 10000 simulations: 
corindeg    # 0.01 (-0.01,0.03) 
coroutdeg   # 0.01 (-0.01,0.03) 
cortr       # 0.00 (-0.02,0.02) 
corbe       # 0.00 (-0.02,0.02) 
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Code for Exponential Random Graph Model (“ERGM”) and “Mirror Network” method 
 
# R code for ERGM  
# using a mirror network method to measure  
# the extent to which this model generates  
# heritability of network characteristics  
#  
# NOTE: Many thanks to Referee 2 who wrote 
# some of this code 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
library(ergm)  
library(network)  
 
n<-750 # number of nodes  
e<-3150 # number of edges  
m<-e/n # average number of edges per node (degree) 
 
T<-10000 # number of simulations 
 
twindeg1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twoutdeg1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twtr1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twbe1 <- rep(0, times=T) 
 
twindeg2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twoutdeg2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twtr2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
twbe2 <- rep(0, times=T) 
 
for(t in 1:T) { # do simulation run 
 
  if(t%%100==0) print(t) 
 
  # randomly choose one individual in each network to be a twin 
  twin1 <- sample(n,1) 
  twin2 <- sample(n,1) 
 
  # create first set of individual traits 
  d1<-runif(n) # distribution of attractiveness  
 
  # create original network  
  g1.use <- network(as.matrix(cbind(sample(n,e,replace=T),sample(n,e,replace=T))))  
  g1.use %v% "attract" <- d1 # assign intrinsic characteristic to each node  
  g1 <- simulate(~ nodeicov("attract")+ # in degree proportional to intrinsic characteristics  
  triadcensus(c(8,11:15)), # count number of transitive triplets  
  theta0=c(2.5,rep(2.7,6)), # coefficients 2.5 (for in-degree) and 2.7 (for triplets)  
  constraints = ~ edges, # constrain the network to yield e edges  
  basis=g1.use, # use basis network to get total number of edges and nodes  
  burnin=100000) # let Monte Carlo Chain run a long time before sampling a network  
 
  # create second set of individual traits 
  d2<-runif(n) # distribution of attractiveness  
 
  # copy genes to one individual in new network 
  d2[twin2] <- d1[twin1] 
 
  # create mirror network  
  g2.use <- network(as.matrix(cbind(sample(n,e,replace=T),sample(n,e,replace=T))))  
  g2.use %v% "attract" <- d2 # assign intrinsic characteristic to each node  
  g2 <- simulate(~ nodeicov("attract")+ # in degree proportional to intrinsic characteristics  
  triadcensus(c(8,11:15)), # count number of transitive triplets  
  theta0=c(2.5,rep(2.7,6)), # coefficients 2.5 (for in-degree) and 2.7 (for triplets)  
  constraints = ~ edges, # constrain the network to yield e edges  
  basis=g2.use, # use basis network to get total number of edges and nodes  
  burnin=100000) # let Monte Carlo Chain run a long time before sampling a network  
 
   ! ##!
# convert networks to igraph graph objects 
  m1 = g1[,] 
  m2 = g2[,] 
 
  require(igraph) 
 
  g1i <- graph.adjacency(m1) 
  g2i <- graph.adjacency(m2) 
 
  # generate/store node statistics for original network  
  twindeg1[t] <- degree(g1i,v=twin1-1,mode="in")  
  twoutdeg1[t] <- degree(g1i,v=twin1-1,mode="out")  
  twtr1[t] <- transitivity(g1i,v=twin1-1,type="local")  
  twbe1[t] <- betweenness(g1i,v=twin1-1,directed=F)  
 
  # generate/store node statistics for mirror network  
  twindeg2[t] <- degree(g2i,v=twin2-1,mode="in")  
  twoutdeg2[t] <- degree(g2i,v=twin2-1,mode="out")  
  twtr2[t] <- transitivity(g2i,v=twin2-1,type="local")  
  twbe2[t] <- betweenness(g2i,v=twin2-1,directed=F) 
 
  detach(package:igraph) 
} 
 
corindeg <- cor.test(twindeg1, twindeg2) 
coroutdeg <- cor.test(twoutdeg1, twoutdeg2) 
cortr <- cor.test(twtr1, twtr2, use="complete.obs") 
corbe <- cor.test(twbe1, twbe2) 
 
# Results obtained after 10000 simulations: 
corindeg    # 0.50 (0.48,0.52) 
coroutdeg   # 0.12 (0.10,0.14) 
cortr       # 0.02 (0.00,0.04) 
corbe       # 0.34 (0.32,0.36) 
 ! #$!
Fingerprint procedure for assessing the probability of a given distribution of 3-motifs and 
4-motifs 
 
The structure of social networks can be characterized by the distribution of k-motifs, or 
isomorphic combinations of ties between all sets of k nodes.
19-22 In a directed network, there are 
16 possible combinations of social ties among 3 nodes and 218 possible combinations of social 
ties among 4 nodes.  Several procedures have been proposed for identifying significant motifs,
19-
22 but our goal here is to use the motifs to determine which proposed model is most likely to 
generate a network like the one observed.  To do this, we simulate 100 networks from each 
proposed model using the empirical distribution of nodes and edges in each of the largest 100 
Add Health networks (we restrict attention to the largest 100 networks to minimize noise that 
results from an inadequate number of observations in the smaller networks).  We then count the 
total number of motifs of each type in each network and divide by the total number of motifs in 
that network to generate the empirical probability that k nodes form any given motif (the motif 
“fingerprint” of the network).  For each motif, we calculate the mean (µ) and variance ("
2) of the 
motif probability across all 100 simulated networks.  We then use the mean and variance to 
estimate the # and $ parameters of one dimension of a multivariate beta density that 
characterizes the distribution of motif probabilities: 
! 
" =µ
2 1-µ ( ) #
2 -µ; 
! 
" =µ 1-µ ( )
2 #
2 -(1-µ).  The likelihood of observing a given motif probability can then be 
estimated from the value of a beta distribution with parameters # and $ at the point of the 
observed motif probability.  The likelihood of observing a full set of motifs is the product of the 
likelihoods for each possible motif. 
 
It is important to note that we make a strong assumption with this method that the observed motif 
probabilities are independent of one another.  However, the procedure shows excellent 
discriminatory power in spite of this strong assumption.  We simulated 100 networks from each 
of the proposed models and used the fingerprint likelihood method we have described to test 
whether the procedure assigned the highest likelihood to the model that generated the simulated 
network.  Fig. S1 shows the results.  The label at the left indicates which model was used to  
generate the simulated networks, the left panel shows the likelihoods for the 3-motif fingerprint 
and the right panel shows the likelihoods for the 4-motif fingerprint.  For ease of exposition, we 
show adjusted likelihoods –log(c – LL), where c is a constant across all networks and models and 
LL is the log likelihood of generating an observed network.  Each point in the figure represents 
the adjusted likelihood that a proposed model generated the simulated network. 
 
In all 100 cases for each observed network and for each motif structure, the model with the 
highest likelihood was the one that generated the data.  We also show the likelihood generated by 
the set of 100 observed networks as well for comparison.  We repeated this exercise 10 times 
(only 1 repetition shown), generating 10 repetitions x 2 fingerprints x 100 networks x 5 models = 
10,000 tests of the procedure, and successfully identified the model that generated the network 
model in all 10,000 cases. 
 
 
 ! #%!
Figure S1.  Fit of Each Model to Simulated Networks 
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Figure S1 (continued).  Fit of Each Model to Simulated Networks 
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